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DUES
With this issue, dues for 1979 become
payable. (We have already received
a number of payments of 1979 dues and
want to remind the payers that they
are no being dunned again.)
Dues remain $5.00 a year. This has
so far produced an almost break-even
situation. Our small deficits have
been wiped out by the generosity of a
number of members and we take this
opportunity to thank them for their
help.
It has been suggested that dues be
raised both to permit the quality of
the Bulletin: to be improved and to
avoid end of year short-fall. Your
editor who has the deciding vote in
the matter, is against this plan for
personal reasons.. Although we manage
the projected four issues each year,
the issuance of the Bulletin is irregular and often behind schedule. Because
the editor has other duties and demands
on his time he cannot improve on his
performance: He has no scruples about
not "deliver ing the goods" when a
member's investment is only $5 but he
will not accept the responsibility
that he would feel if membership were
more expensive.
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"ROUT ON ROUT, CONFUSION WORSE
COMPOUNDED" - John Milton
by P.D.
Whether spokeshaves, scrapers,
routers and a number of other
tools shoud be considered part of
the plane family is a question
which I leave to the systematizers
and classificationists amonl us.
Because routers, like gauges, were
made by planemakers, it seems reasonable to discuss them in these
pages. This note addresses a very
small point having to do with terminology. I have seen the term
"old woman's tooth" or "granny's
tooth" applied to several different
router forms. Three are illustrated
here. It seems to me that only
the first two are ligitimately
called by the "old woman's tooth"
appelation. This is based on usage actually appearing in tool
makers' catalogs. Router Number
Three which, for want of a better
name,I will call a pretzel router,
both because of its appearance and
its apparent German origin, does
not seem to me to have been described by contemporary users or
makers as an "old woman's tooth".
It has, however, several times been
so named by modern day collectors,
writers and dealers.
Pretzel routers appear as early
as the seventeenth century. Josef
M. Greber illustrates one dated
1680 in Geschicte Des Hobels. The
hobe1", or
German name is "grt
bottom plane.
No illustration of an old woman's
tooth type appears in Smith's Key,
1816, the earliest available joiners'tool catalog. However, the term
is listed among the planes in James
Cam, or Marshes & Shepherd price
list which was issued to accompany
the Key,but several years, perhaps
as many as 25, later. It may be
that some reader can supply an
earlier date for the emergence of
both the terms and the form.

RHYKENOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
EARLY AMERICAN INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
The EAIA Chronicle of December
1978 contained four artic.:.les of
rhykenological interest.
The first is a background piece
on the Ebenezer Nutting broadside
which accompanied the December issue.
Jack Kebabian provides a short review of the published information
about the planemaking Nutting brothers, Ebenezer and Truman/ who were
part of the very considerable planemaking activity in Amherst in the
19th Century. The broadside, which
is from Kebabian's personal collection, is dated 1856 makin3 it one
of the earliest extant planemaker's
catalogs. (Other early planemakers
catalogs are those of: John J.
Bowles, believed to have been published in the 1840's; John Denison,
mid 19th Century; Herman Chapin,
1853; Phoenix Company, mid 19th C.)
The sr?cond article titled "Comment on Cornice Moulding Planes"
by Addison H. Clipson deals with
the joining of crown mclal ngs in
two different geometric planes as
between the rake and eave mouldings.
Seth Burchard's study of the
markings on irons made by William

Butcher of Sheffield identifies
seven states of the Butcher label.
All Butcher labels described contain the name W.BUTCHER but evidence offered by Burchard suggests
that the labF,1 long outlasted the
independent proprietorship of
William Butcher.
Fourth plane piece in the December Chronicle is a review of
Richard Martin's book The Wooden
Plane, by Jerry Musich of the West
Chicago Historical Museum.
The Table of Contents numbers
ten features or articles for the
December issue. Rhykenologists
will be pleased to consider that
fortj. percent of the Chronicle's
attention was devoted to their
discipline.

•Stop Chamfer P!ane.

THE BRITISH-AMERICAN RHYNENOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way
Sacramento, CA. 95831
Vice President (G.E.)..William L. Goodman
,t4„Azzs:
Vice President (Can.)..David G. Perch
Vice President (USA)...Richard A. Martin
Secretary-Treasurer... .Elliot M. Sayward
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Editors
Wooden Planes
Stanley Wooding Nicholson
c/o the Secretary-Treasurer
Metallic & Trasitional
Planes
Roger Smith
1444 No. Main Street
Lancaster, Mass. 01523
President

applications for membership to:
E.M. Sayward, Secretary-Treasurer
British-American Rhykenological Society
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Annual Dues

$5.00

Wedge from a plane by
one of the Crehores,
unidentified early makers
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PLANE IRON STAMPS
by William R. Hilton
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, NOTES & QUERIES

C H DENNISON/FREEPORT/ME. on a double iron
spar plane with a 1 1/8" cutter.
G.WALLIS also stamped VARVIL & SON/YORK - Note
the earlier double marking of a Varvil plane in
this list. W.L.G. lists a Wallis
as a member of
the firm Collings & Wallis but
without an identifying initial. Is this man a maker or
dealer
or just an owner whose stamp
appears professionally applied?
PONDS & WELLS - a variant firm name
on a
crown moulder. WPINCA gives Pond
Malcolm &
Well(e)s.

In Joe Dziadul's Fall catalog some interesting
entries deserve repeating:
G.DAVIS and E JONES - stamped with identical
type and borders on a single boxed 5/16" bead
plane. G.DAVIS/BIRMINGHAM,(England) is given in
both British Planemakers and WPINCA. Ken Roberts
also lists an E JONES under names alone.
A BELT - a maker? incised in script on a 3/4"
bead plane.
HILLS & RICHARDS/NORWICH/MASS. This mark
though rare is not unknown. However the 7/8"
bead plane on which it appears is struck with
four owners' (?) names, two of which are E RING
Jack Gorlin owns a moulder of antique appearance
and E.W.RING. While these marks may be purely
- small, slightly relieved wedge finial, flat,
coincidental, men named Ring, at least two of
narrow chamfers, 9 3/4" long, which is embossed
whom had the initial E. were planemakers in
with a mark which appears to be I HITCHCOK. The
Worthington, Mass. Norwich, no longer listed in' lower toe end also bears an I H
surmounted by
Mass, place namesi was located near what is now
what looks like a tin spread eagle
Huntington, Mass, and only a few miles away from but may only be
Ringville, Worthington.
The plane is also
PHOENIX FACTORY/WARRANTED also W.WARNER - "W
-stamped I Q.
Warner is nOt.listed.in Roberts'(WPINCA) but
Wm. Warner is listed as working in New Hartford.
From the Patinagram of the Potomac
Phoenix Factory is not listed but Phoenix Co
Antique Tools & Industries Assoc.
is listed in Barkhamstead..." The plane is a
#17 round. Ken Roberts does in fact list Phoenix Factory hut under the heading WARNER &
DRIGGS.
GARDNER & CO/MAKERS/BRISTOL - W.L.G.'s BP II
gives considerable data on the Gardners of Bristol but does not List this label.
VARVIL & SONS LTD/EBOR WORKS/YORK and on the
same plane G.P.PRESTON/TOOL MERCHANT/SHEFFIELD
On a 5/16" single boxed bead plane.
J.SANDERSON, S.SHEPARD/BUFFALO NY - on a
15 3/4" jack plane. The name Sanderson has been
A "NEW" 18th CENTURY LOOK IN PLANES? Tom Tul ly reports that
noted in several connections. Ken Roberts lists
two out of three of his 16th-century bench planes share a
a Daniel M. Shepard as working in Albany 1827-8.
certain styl istic feature. The throat Is cut with three
facets (surfaces) rather than two as Is typical of al l 19th.
C.S. - we can't tell if these are the same
century bench planes. The third 18th-century bench plane
boxed initials that have appeared on other
has a two-faceted 'throat. All three planes (a Jointer and
planes. These were separately boxed and Joe's
two smoothers) have single irons with the early embossed
James Cam stamp. Why not take a closer look at your early
rough sketch suggests a single rectangle. If
bench planes and see how many have triple-faceted throats?
similar,this is the fourth example noted. The
tool is a moulder of 18 C characteristics.

•

Notes & Quo tics
Peter Brooks & Co existed in 1847 for on that
date they bouyht from Truman Nutting 450 jointer
handles, and 410 jack plane handles. They were
charged $.42 for the box in which the handles
.were delivered.
Was H M the maker?
WPINCA tells us that William Cuddy was a New
York City dealer from 1841 to 1854. Truman
Nutting sold him plane handles in 1850. W.H.
Livingston another N.Y.C. dealer, 1840-66,
bought handles in 1851.
Whatsit?
Two bead moulders in the same stock. However
both of them are 3/16" and have irons of similar
pitch. Use either side and the tool planes a ,
right hand 3/16" bead. What is the purpose of
:his strange tool, owned by Bob Graham?

Sherwood Chamberlain reports J.GLADDING and J
GLADDING, JR whom he believes probably came
from the Saybrook, Conn. area, comprising the '
communities of Essex, Deep River, Winthp, Westbrook and Old Lyme. Sitocimens with these names
were found in Clinton, Conn. next town to Winthrop. (K.R. lists a J.GLADDING oft in
Names Alone Section)

t

Everett Van Hyning owns the plane from
which the tracings were made. It is of
birch and is 10 5/8" long. The chamfers
are long and heavy. Van points out the
similarity to the plane described by
Dan Semel in
. Dan's plane is
marked with boxed initials which are
either 'M H or H W. Van's plane has a hoxc,d H.M. Although most likely a coincidence,
the lettering and the other details are
enough alike .to warrant comment considering the way in which some early die sinkers managed to mix up letters on their
stamps.

•

NOTES & QUERIES
In a single page list of wood products issued
on January 1, 1856, Ebeneezer Nutting of Scut:
Amherst Mass. describes himself as a manufacturer of Bench Planes, Plane Handles, Saw Handles, Wood Faucets, Grooving Plows, Common Marking Gauges and Boys' planes. He lists no moulding planes at all. Including the plows, Nutting
offered 42 varieties or qualities of plane. The
list is from the collection of Jack Kebabian.
A reprint of this unusual document will :e an
insert in the "CHRONICLE OF THE EARLY AMERICAN
INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION

Shape of the wedge in an R.WRIGHT/PH/LA. plane
owned by Jack Gorlin. This maker is noted in
WPINCA but we have seen no puhlished information as to his working dates. If the wedge
shape is an indication, he was early.

A New Itl'sev member who will not be otherwise
identified says, "Most tool collectors are a
little odd, but members of the British-American khykPnological Society are plane nuts."
Fred Bair writes that he has found a panel plane
which may well be 18th C and is twice embossed
L.HELT in a straight sided rectangle on the toe.
The plane is 141" by 31" by 21" is equipped
with skewed Newbold single iron. Although the
screws which retain the narrow movable fence
are pointed they have wedge shaped slots making
their use as evidence, for. datino, questionable
The oouhie stamping zno%:on troololy more usually
associated with owners, has been found with
professional makers labels.
Dan Send l has collected a plane marked TITCOMB
in a fancy, scalloped border. The plane has
the appearance of being professionally made.
Its wedge somewhat resembles the style employed
by I.SLEEPER.
We are embarrassed to say we have notes of three
planes with possible unlisted makers but do not
know to whom they belong. Perhaps the owner
will enlighten us.
C.L.VARNEY/HANOVER/MASS. - long plane
T.S.ECHER - on a steel jack plane
TIRNEL BURDET/ Na. 3 - on a narrow plane
Dave Perch reports an L. LITTLE with boxed initials:

The President retorts the boxed initials D.X.
on an iron from a 91" beech hollow. The initials have previously been noted on at leas=
one plane stock.
An article by Chris and Tav Tahk in the June
78 Chronicle of :he EAIA discusses an early
JO,FULLER plane on which the stampings differ
from those previously observed cm Fuller planes.
The place name is rendered PROVIDANCE with the
N. backward. The name stamp, which at first
glance appears to resemble a presumably later
Fuller mark provided for comparison, actually
differs slightly from that mark, although it
may compare with one of the other states of the
Fuller name mark which have been noted elsewhere.
Rocer Smith reports a second sighting of I. GREGG
previously noted here.
In W.P.I:, Bill Goodman reports the appearance
of SAM COX in an oval, one specimen of which
has been noted. A second specimen turns up
among :he planes of .7ennifar and June, otherwise Huohes and murdtt,:. distaff tool dealers.
John Jubv has reexamined the N.CALL earlier reported and says that after examination with a
glass there seems to be a distinct period or
perhaps a broken extension of the letter after
the C. This would allow the stamp t: be interpreted either as N.C. ALL or N. GALL. Rorer Smith
also reported this name if we remember. Perhaps a hard lock at his stecimen.will conform
or
inteipretation.

Don Buttel has collected another plow plane of
the identical appearance of that shown in his
photor.;elph in 3-ARS III - 1 . This plane bears
the familiar crowned SVE. Don wonders if all
Dutch plows were made to the same specifications
at the time these examples were made. We wonder
if they were made by the labelers or were all
purchased from a manufacturer for re-sale.
The Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association
was founded in 1798. The chairman of the group
which brought the Association into being became
its first president and continued in that role
for many years. His name was Paul Revere.
An examination of the lists of
accepted members each year reveal that at least
two and perhaps three or more planemakers became
meribers of the Association. In 1828 AMASA MURDOCK was admitted and in 1837 TIMOTHY TILESTCN
joined. Both were described as planemakers. In
1828 a member with an unusual name W.CREHORE,
is listed. He was a housewright. William Crehore is listed in an appendix as having been
omitted in 1827 and is very likely the same man,
Whether there is a connection with the CREHOREs
whose names have been found on planes is anyone's guess but perhaps Boston, the home of the
Association, is a place where information about
the planemaking Crehcres might be sv.:Tht. In
1837 a new member named TECMAS APPLETCN shows
up. He is listed as an organ builder. :s this
the same man who made planes?
A new address for the peripatetic P.'eter) Brooks
is given by Rooer Smith: P.BROOKS & CO./SO. W'MSTCWN/MASS.
A previously unnoted maker of whom we have
heard several times informally in the past half
dozen months is ARAD:S:MONS. This label is reported on 1
/
2" square, beech rabbet plane. It is
10 3/16" long and has a Sleeper -style wedge.
The report is by Anne and Don W17 -7
one::
June '78 catalog.

S.

SASH PLANE
by

ixs-41.1
with

SKEWED IRON

TONGUE PLANE
by
rnr7;]:
W!
SKEWED !RCN

usually skewed. The sash plane
The two skewed planes illustrated here are types which are not
account for this state--it
by K.Mall is in un-used condition. A trial of the plane seems to
the skewed iron tend to
doesn't work...not very well, anyway. Chips directed to the left by
passes.
in the inside corner of the escapement and must be removed every few
fillisters and tongue
standing
as
such
planes
similiar
and
planes,
sash
-ironed
The single
nicely
planes, ordinarily have the iron set square. The moving fillister seems to do
exposed.
with a skewed iron because the maximum width of the iron is not usually
type mouth.
A solution seems to have been found by P.TYLER* in the tongue plane with rabbit
It has no
The plane shows a great deal of use and is, if fact, a very slick-working affair.
Bob Graham.
tendency to clog, and the skewed iron hips to draw the fence up to the work.

NOTES & QUERIES
From a book titled Boyhood Reminiscences by Keyes
Danforth published in 1895, comes the following
quotation, "I remember when a small boy driving
my mother to the South part carding mill, located on the road to New Ashford, operated by
William Johnson and Charles Butler, in a building afterward used by James A. Eldridge as a
plane factory." Keyes Danforth was horn in 1822.
,Eldridge worked in Williamstown, Mass. WPINCA
lists the firm Allen & Eldridge of So. Wmstown
under the heading "Firm Names With Partial
Addresses". This is almost certainly South
Williamstown, Mass. Truman Nutting did business
with Allen & Eldridge at the end of 1850 or beginning of 1851.
Other Aliens listed by Nutting were H.H.ALLEN
about 1840; ABNER ALLEN, 1844; A.ALLEN & BROS.,
1847; ALLEN & NOBLE, 1847.

A

On Aug. 5, 1850, Truman Nutting's account book
shows he apparently advanced mockridge & Francis,
plane makers in Newark, N.J., $23.00 cash by
mail.
•
Among the collection of Sherwood Chamberlain is
the label H. DOUGLAS. Compare DOUGLAS/NY whom
Ken Roberts lists as -1796. However, the K.R.
entry in his book on N.Y. State plane makers
gives first names of Jeremiah and John for these
NYC makers. The Chamberlain plane has flat
chamfers of medium width.

A 3" beech cornice plane owned by Walter Phelos
is marked with the boxed initials ONS in a very
fancy border consisting of a serpentine line
around the entire perimeter and a double straight line inside the serpentine line,top and bottom. Both the N and the S are reversed. The C
probably is too but it would be hard to prove.
This one looks more like an inexperienced die
cutter than ignorance. The plane is fitted
wrth a tapered iron that can be removed only
from the bottom as discussed in these pages sev_
eral issues back.
A very small aplification of the dates given
in Jane and Ken Roberts Planemakers...In New
York State... for WAY & SHERMAN is possible.
Planemakers shows this firm as enisting from
1849 through 1852.
uman Nutting's account
book shows he dealt with Way & Sherman in June
1848. Way & Sherman was a successor firm of
Barry, Way and Sherman 1847, which followed
Barry & Way 1842-1847,which followed Kennedy,
Barry & Way 1841. William Waya partner in
all these firms, is thought to be a member of
.the Vim family of. Hartford. Conn.. hardware;
. .
•
:dealer—
Way apparently operated on his own during some
part of 1848 for the Roberts have found his
name in this period without Sherman's.
:n 1846 R. PAINE was a stamp cutter with a
shop on RailRoad St., Springfield Mass. Among
many knds of stamps, seals and dies he made,
he listed "stamps....for carpenters tools".

•

NOTES & QUERIES
A LETTER FROM A GERMAN PLANEMAKING FIRM
Seth Burchard became interested in JOH.WEISS &
SOHN of Vienna and, learning that the firm as
still in business, wrote to them for infcmation
or, their history. He has translated for us the
major part of their response. The finm has
enjoyed a long lice :or it was started in 1820.
Gentlemen:
The firm of Herman was our supplier for plane
irons berore we purchased in the year 1911 the
firm of D. Flir, vorm. (formerly) Franz Wertheim
in Neustift bei Scheibbs. The location of the
Herman company was also in Neustift bei Scheihbs,
Lower Austria.
The "C-Clamp" to which you refer is still
the trademark for our steel ware, which we still
have registered.
Since hand tools for wood working in Austria
and abroad are no longer so much in demand as
formerly, we had to look around for otht,:
products and we have changed over primarily to
the manufacture of built - in kitchens and
cabinets.
By separate post we are sending you prospectuses as well as a press release issued at the
time of our 130th anniversary celebration in
the year 1970, from which you should obtain the
history of our organization. We.will also
:.'sterreichenclose a photostat of the Atlas .
ischer Hdzbearbeituncswerkzeuce (Atlas or
Austrian Woodworking Tools) for the year 1970,
which is unfortunately incomplete.
Unfortunately we cannot tell you exactly
when the export of our tools to American began,
but it was certainly in the middle of the last
century. We were already exporting to England
in 1231 and in 1880 to Australia.

A name with a familiar ring hut .3 slightly
different form than previously noted is KNEASS
& CO/PHILAD. A specimen was observed by Seth
Burchard in a tool box which had belonged to
a -dt-----burd, Pa. carpenter named Horace
Fellencer in 1915. Fellencer's planes represented sixteen different makers, three of whom were
operating as early as the first decade of the
19th Century, additional evidence, if any were
needed that craftsmen supplied their kits from
other sources than the shelves of the hardware
store.
Jack Gorlin rePorts W.VANCE incised on a sash
plane with wedged arms. We Assume this is a
variation of the label of WM. VANCE/ BALTIMORE
listed by Ren Roberts in WPINCA.
Harold Fountain owns a T - rabbet marked W.H.
al.GWERSEN/HANBURG. He was told when he acquired
it that it was made in Hamburg. Pa., a town on
the Schuylkill River 17 miles north of Reading.
This may be but it is reasonably certain, based
on the style of the plane, that it was made by
a man who had worked in the European tradition.
Barton McGuire reports a standard length, 1
/
2"
round with the embossed label BRUMLEY in a rectangle whose sides are a series of small arcs.
In his study, titled The Tools Used in Buildinc
Lod Houses in Indiana, Warren E. Roberts cites
a reference in The New Purchase by Baynard Rusk
Hall (Robert Carlton, pseud.) published in 1916.
Hall speaks of a Bloomington,Indiana smith
named AUSTIN SEWARD0who was producing planes
during the 1820's.

The Secretary is the proud possessor of a 9"
long 1 1/8" round plane of elderly appearance
but fine condition. Its chamfers are flat and
its wedge finial is as round as a two bit
piece. It was found in England by Alen Bates.
On the upper fore end in the space ordinarily
pre-empted by makers for their labels is the
NOTES & QUERIES
saw-tooth bordered,'embossed mark R.SAWARD.
Although the Secretary spells his name SAYWARD,
Bud Brown lists a number of .unusual labels he
the sippler form is quite common in his family's
has noted:
records. He devoutly hopes that R.SAWARD turns
BELCHER - embossed in a rectangle on a moulding plane with 18 C Massachusetts characteristics. out to be a planemaker but to date this is the
only specimen of the mark. Enqlish exterts
STAMP OF THE, ARTIST
who Alan consulted were not familiar with Seward
PARKER/LONDON - two lines
and he does not appear in W.L.G,'s list. Reports
B.WOUE JR./PITTSBURGH/PA.
of other sightings of the mark will he much
appreciated. The plane, incidentally, bears the
size number 15 whih corresponds to the "new
style" numbering discussed by WLG who assigned
the system a threshhold date of approximatasy
1800.
With friendly greetings.
JOE. WEISS & SON

Another Fuller planemaker may have turned up
with the appearance of G.H. FULLEROon a 9"
bench plane reported by Bud Steere.
We note in a recent bulletin from the Mid-West
Tool Collectors that John A.(Jock) Moody is
writing a book on the American plough plane.
If you awn unusual specimens he would probably
be interested in hearing from you about them.
His address is : 5005 Jasmine Drive, RockviLle,
Maryland, 20853.
- -—
In Ken Roberts' Planemakers in N.Y. State he
notes the appearance of a label, J.PEARCE. incised double decked over an embossed line, NEW
YORK.
Dan Sendl adds to the S. Pearce nuzzle by reporting a smooth plane which has the Pearce label
overstamped on an embossed label which can be
made out to be ? CHAPIN. His plane also has
the New York mark and :he confi,naration of that
stamp is consistent with the Chapin stamp.

- V-

Notes & Queries
Bob Graham

forwards these labels from Simon Newby

R.BONIWELL - embossed in a sawtooth border on
a plane whose general appearance is c 1840-60
but which is only 94" long.
JOHN BEST - appearance is consistent with
early BEST planes but this one is standard
length.
From Alan Bates, two marks from early looking
planes:
PSCH - embossed
BUSH - embossed.
A group of notes from Walter Phelps contains
the following:
CANLES(?) and MOORE(?) - both struck into
the iron of an unmarked 2'i" cornice plane of
English appearance. The Canles mark is struck
twice and both are casually located and hard to
read.
EASTBURN - another report of this still-to-be
identified maker. The mark appears on 9 9/16"
bead, heel-stamped 0/8.
JOSEPH TITCOMB - we now add a first name to a
previous report of TITCOMB. This mark appears
on a 9 9/16" moulder of beech"boxed" with rosewood. The unusually high "shelf" of this plane
is located just one inch below the top of the
plane. Beside the Joseph Titcomb mark the toe
also bears the boxed initials, J.W. The wedge
finial is Sleeper/Little style.
--NET- stamped in middle(vertical) of the iron
of a very early appearing, unmarked, oak round
plane. The plane, which is 12 7/8" long has a
very small oak toat pinned with a handwrought
nail. Walter acquired the plane with a group
of tools of uniformly antique appearance which
included a number of planes. They only one
marked was a Jon Ballou moulder.
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An example of the label of DANIEL
M,SHEPARD/ALBANY who made planes
in 1826, 1827 and 1828. In the
first year he was in partnership
with Samuel Randall who associated
with three different partners between 1826 and 1841.(See Roberts,
Planemakers...in NY State...) The
pliviP fa. from the collection of
Richard Corbatt.
Another sighting of T.AIKMAN is reported by
Jack Gorlin. The plane is a 91
/
2 " rabbet which
has had its right side re-shaped to permit planing to a curve.
The only "relieved wedge" previously reported
in connection with an English plane was the one
in the THOMAS GRANFORD plane found by Paul Kebabian and reported by him in the EAIA Chronicle.
:Bill Goodman writes that his friend Richard
Knight has found a very old plane with an iron
by Robert Moore who dates to early in the 18th
C. The plane has unfortunately had its fore
end skinned, eliminating the maker's mark. It
has, however, a relieved wedge. The existence
of this convention at an early date in England
gives point to the question of its origin.
Francis Nicholson seems to have been the first
American planemaker to have employed it. Did
he or his master learn it in England, or did
he copy it from some English import?
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PLANE MAKERS

THE CARNES FAMILY—ORANGE, MASS.

P73-3-ARNESI

NOTES ON PIANE MAKERS
J. JONES —MEDWAY, MASS.

by Roger K. Smith

Sometime prior to 1033 RUSSELL BARNES end his two sons AMORY and FRANCIS D.
were planemakers on the North side of the Miller's River in viat was then known as
Because of an increased industrial
South Orange, Mass. (Orange Enterprise, 1919)
and population shift towards the River (for water power) this area became known as
Orange Center after 101,6.
RUSSELL BARNES possibly served his apprenticeship under a Boston Planemaker.
He would have been 26 in 1000 and probably making planes, either for himself or
others, at this time. He obviously saw the possibilities at Orange, with the Miller's
River for poser and an abundant supply of beech timber nearby, and thus settled there
c. 1800-1810.
One of his planes has been found that is dated 1823. His sons probably served
their apprenticeships under him c. 1823-1830.
Planes have been observed stamped R. BARNES and R. BARNES ORANGE, MASS. Other
planes are found stamped A. BARNES. WPINCA, pg. 28, indicates that planes have bean
observed stamped A. BARNES SOUTH ORANGCTEASS.
No planes are known to exist stamped F. BARNES, thus we must assume that when
RUSSELL retired his son AMORY took over the business and FRANCIS probably worked with
him.
Oranre Town Records list RUSSELL BARNES "Plainmaker" as being born in Cambridge
(Hass.) in 177h. He died in Orange on Aug. 11, 1853 at age 79. His wife SUBMIT was
born in Guilford (Brattleboro, Vt.) in 1775 and died Jan. 5, 1860 at ago 85.
Their son AMORY was probably born in (New) Salem, Mass. (see note) but there
is no record of this in the Orange Town Records. AHORY and his wife ADELINE had three
sons and one daughter between 11130 & 11131,. However, there are no death records for
AMORY or any of his family, indicating that the family had moved from Orange sometime
between 1831, and 1868 (no listing in 1060 Tax Records)
The small number of planes found stamped A. BARNES would indicate he worked
under his own name for a short period of time. Perhaps the business, under his
leadership, declined and he moved further west In Mass, and worked for one of the
larger planemakers, possibly Greenfield, which is only about 20 miles from Orange.
FRANCIS D. BARNES was born in 1008 in (New) Salem, Mass. (see note) The Orange
Tax Records for 1068 list him as owning a house valued W 025, one shop ecio, ono
housolot (4100. The shop would epees quite small, thus it is doubtful that he was
making planes. His estate was rather small compared to other listings. This appears
to be the fate of not. plAremakers and probLbly "plane collectors" as well!
FX.NCIS died on Aug. 2b, 1002 at age 68. They had throe daughters and two sons
(ono son died at age h) Their youngest son FRANCIS RUSSELL was born in 181,8 and died
Feb. 1, 1910.
. The
Orange Business Directnry lists him as working at the Gold Medal (New
Home) Sewing :achine Factory and living on Prospect Street. His mother is listed as
a widow with a house on W. Main St.
It was his grandfather RUSSELL who was one of the early pioneers that recornived
the potential of the Hiller's River and hie success helped create the environment that
attracted the large industries during the late 19th and early 20th Century. Some cf
the industries were the Rodney Hunt Afg. Co., Chase Turbine, Union Tool, New Home
Sewing Machine, Minute Tapioca and the Grout Automobile Factory. The first three are
still there and have helped make Orange the thriving community it is today.

1881

Becaune New Salem, Mass, is a small town bordering Orange, it is my opinion
that locally New Salem was referred to as "Salem", the reason for this entry in the
Town Records.
•
This c'melusion does not rule out the possibility that Russell apprenticed
or worked in rah.m. Mass.(a large coastal city just north of Boston). WPINCA,
pp. 283, liat a planemaker there named CHABLIS (AWL. His workiee dates and other
informati6n ie not known.
I woela like to hear from anyone who has an OWL plane or information
on this maker, and also sirhtinrs of other variations of the R or A BARNES
stamps
would he arl.r.aial.ed.

by Roger K. Smith
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In BARS, Vol. Il, Il,, r. h, it was reported that this writer had found an
early plane stamped P. TONES MED4AY LIVING IN. Careful observation reveals that a
the initial "I" makes it appear as a "P". Obviously this is the same
near
dent
raker as reported by Goodman in B.P.M. I which has now been clarified as being made
in Medway, Mass. (BARS, Vol. III, 7.
27-Tr. 3)
The phrase "LIVING IN" is quite well known on planes by F. NICHOISON and
C. MUM, 18th C. plane makers of Wrentham, Mass. They are well documented by
John
fFariiii- in the E. A.I.A. Chronicle in the Juno 1971 issue.
Up until the last quarter of the 18th C. the towns of Wrentham and Medway were
back to back. Later the town of Franklin Was incorporated and now separates the two
communities.
Wo know that during the first half of the 18th C. the letter "J" was regularly
represented as "1". Thus, the plane in question which is stamped I. rows MEDWAY
LIVING IN was actually made by a J. JONES.(See note)
The History of Medway, by. E.O. Jameson, pub. 1886, pg. 1,97,' lists the
descendents
of William Jones, born in England in 1587 and one of the earliest settlers in Charlestown,
Mass. The hth generation son in this line was Jonathan Jones, born Dec. 13, 1701 and
married in 1727. His residence is listed as Holliston. Though adjacent to Medway, it
Is doubtful that he is our planemaker.
The Jameson History, pg. 213, lists "The Inhabitant Sohjiers in the French &
Indian Wars". One undated list, but probably between May 1758 and March
1759, contains
16 names, one being JETHRO JONES.
The New Grant--A History of Meduy, by Francis D. Donovan, 1976, pg. 1,2,
has
illustrated a map dated 17118. It shows a building labeled J. JONES. It is
interesting
to note that the building is located adjacent to the North Branch of the Charles
River,
possibly for water power? The connection between JETHRO & J. JONES is only speculative.
Whether or not JETHRO and/or J. JONES is our plane maker remains to be proved.
Perhaps probate records at the Suffolk County Courthouse in Boston will
reveal more
information to document this maker.
Several collectors at the E.A.I.A. Albany, N.Y. meeting last May reported
having I. IONES planes with LIVING IN stamped in its proper place. It
is possible
nlailur,i i Tiii - could not read and mixed up his stamps, thus the reason for MEDWAY
Because of the close proximity of Medway to Wrentham and since NICHOLSON, CHELOR
& JONES are the only known plane makers to use the phrase "LIVING IN",
it is this
writer's opinion that Jones served his apprenticeship under NICHOLSON, or
certainly
had sonic close working relationship with him and/or CHEW?. It
is also possible that
JONES, like CHELOR, was black.
This relationship of NICHOLSON & JONES was recently re-enforced when Bud
Steere
found a "Belt 'n Spenders" type plow plane (thumbscrews
& slots for keys) stamped
1. IONES. A plane of this type, made by F. NICHOLSON,
was described and sketched by
hob Graham in BARS, Vol. II,
1/1,, Pg. 12.
It is interesting to note that the J. JONES plow plane was
stamped twice. Bob
%aalti.1 21Tivai ss3taz iyi m:=y 4 t ties stamped twice which prompted
this writer to suggest
quality". Bob countered "2nd' stamp" moans "Best Quality"???
of this seems trivial, but at least it has been recorded for
future 411:IgET(71AN .
1II1TE:

Writer's assumption because the Medway Histories reveal no one named JO=
with a first name beginning with I.
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A plane collected by Fred Bair which has the typical top line of a
Dutch plane but lacks other Dutch characteristics.

SPEYER.%

A plane of the common Dutch style showing notching and the detail of
the upper toe missing from the plane above.
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AND SHALL LONG SILENT RECORDS UTTER
WHAT MAKER ANTEDATED MUTTER?
In 1909 the famous toolmaking firm of William Marples and Sons published a catalog of its products. The catalog has recently been republished
by the Mid West Tool Collectors Association in cooperation with the Early
American Industries Association and Arnold & Walker, the respected British
firm of dealers in collectible tools. The catalog will be available to
members of both organizations and will be available to the public from
Arnold & Walker. Price and other details are noIyet known.
The catalog contains much of interest to collectors in general and
rhykenophiles in particular. An item of special significance is represented by our illustration. John Moseley and Sons was absorbed by William
Marples and Sons Ltd. in 1894. .Marples continued to offer planes under
the Moseley label made by Moseley workmen for many years. The headingl
from Marples .lit of Moseley planes which we have reproduced from the reprinted catalog. This heading contains the words. "Established 1730 A.D.".

LONDON PLANE LIST
JOHN MOSELEY & SON'S PLANES.
ESTABLISH ED
LONDON EXHIBITION 1851

1730

A.D.
PARIS EXHIBITION illS11

We know from the researches of William Goodman and Matthew Carter
that John Moseley took over the plane making business of George Mutter
about 1805. Mutter was in business as early as 1766. If the lineage of
Moseley's firm is to be traced back to and through Mutter it becomes obvious that there is a period of 36 years still to account for a5 well as
one or more pre-Mutter proprietors to identify.
B.P.II cites a fleeting connection between George Mutter and a man
named John Haydon who, in 1768, occupied an address at Tufton Street, Westminster previously occupied by Mutter. As early as 1715 the name John
Hayden appears as that of the occupant of premises previously occupied by
a known planemaker, Richard Elsmore. In 1820 Hayden insured these premises. They were call the Three Planes. The early Hayden may have no
connection with the man of similar name in 1768 but the coincidence of
the names and occupations is highly suggestive.
I don't imply that the 36 year gap in the Marples-Moseley chain of
179 continuous years of planemaking is explained by the existence of one
or more John Haydens although that is an interesting possibility.
merely point out that there were earlier links in the Mutter-Moseley-Marples
chain if the 1730 claim is true. The beginnings of the business are placed
in a period when only a few professional planemakers were known. I believe that it is only a matter of time before the early links are established. Perhaps there is even now a plane in someones collection whose
stamp reads "Mutter late John Doe" or even "Mutter late Haydon". The
prospect is exciting.

TRANSITIONAL AND

‘s-TALLIC

?UNE INFCRMATION

BAILEY-STANLEY
WOOD BOTTOM PLANE TYPES
by Roger K. Smith
Al Sellens outstanding book, The Stanley Plane, has been a tremendous help to
all tool collectors, and it provides the groundwork and stimulation for further
research on these planes.
Since production records, etc. are non-existent a study such as this can only
be accomplished by careful and long term observation of multiple specimens with
identical features. Only "pure" specimens with all original parts were used for this
study.
These type descriptions should help collectors and dealers alike, to properly
identify and classify their planes. It will also enable them to use the proper
replacement parts when necessary.
It is impossible to pinpoint the exact starting and cutoff dates for trademarks,
casting marks, etc. However, it is this writer's opinion that the dates given are
accurate to within one year.
To make this listing as clear and concise as possible, only new feature changes
will be noted in each description. It should be assumed that all other features are
identical to the preceding type or types.
All sizes will not he found in all types, i.e. the #27i was not offered until
1898 and some sizes such as the #21 were eliminated starting in 1918. See The Stanley
Plane, pages 60-65 for the production years of the other sizes.
It is not recommended that you try to accumulate all sizes and types because
there would be over 250 different specimens possible.
The wood bottom plane features such as blade trademarks, lateral levers and
adjustment nuts can be used to date BaileyZtanley iron bench planes. A complete
description of iron bench plane types will be published in a future Ism.

PATENT

c. 241
A.

B.

1867-1869
TYPE 1.
Boston-Bailey
A. Trademark stamped on blade.(Early models may have thick tapered blades
stamped BAILEY or MOULSON BROS.)
B. Solid brass adjustment wheel has right hand threads (early adj. may be of
two-piece construction). Name WOODS always removed.
C. Lever cap has smooth outside surface and is solid underneath with a"Banjo"
shaped spring.
D. Low "Mushroom" profile of front knob with a beaded edge at base.
*
No markings on the toe end.
*
No lateral adjustment.
1.

TYPE

2. Boston-New Britain (Stanley) 1869 only
E. All features of TYPE 1 except Eagle Trademark now stamped on toe end (no number).
Planes in production at time of sale were taken to New Britain and stamped
with the Eagle Trademark.
G.

TYPE

3. First All Stanley 1870-1871

E.

F.

All features of TYPE 2 except:
F. Markings on solid adjustment nut changed.(Note Bailey's name
G. Front knob is rounder but retains beaded edge at base.
•
Spring under lever cap is now rectangle-shaped.

missing.) czA,
.4; az
r'z(>

h.

TYPE

All features of TYPE 3 except:
Stanley 1871-1872
H. Bailey's name reappears on solid adjustment nut.

TYPE

5.
I.

All features of TYPE
Stanley 1872-18714
Number is added to the Eagle T.M.

h

except:

35
I.

H.

L.

g,LEVELcr
J.
TYPE

6. Stanley 1874-1884 (Major Change)
J.
K.
L.
M.

TYPE

1111111111k
New trademark on blade.
Lever cap has pebbled outer surface and a recessed back.
Bead eliminated at base of knob.
Adj. nut is now recessed (Bailey's Patent Dates are stamped inside.)

7. Stanley 1884-1886 (Major Change)
*
*
*

All features of TYPE 6 except now equipped with:
First lateral with two patent dates stamped, 2-8-76 and 10-21-814
Eagle T.M. still on toe.
See The Stanley Plane, pg. 33 for comparison of old and new style lateral
adjustment levers.

STANLEY
RULE LEVEL CO.
NO 31
N.

STANLEY

STANLEY
HI I
I \I I
k.)

0.

P.

TYPE 8. Stanley 1886-1888
All features of TYPE 7 except Eagle T.M. discontinued.
N. New Trademark stamped on toe.
J. This stamp still used on blades until supply was exhausted.
0. New Trademark stamped on blades (short time only, very few observed).
P. New Trademark stamped on blades (most TYPE 811 equipped with this blade).
*
Trademark 0 has been observed on both old and new style blades.
•
Trademark P appears on new style blades only.i;-.
„;
OLD STYLE

-

Li

11-r.1-,_.

NEW STYLE

•

H.

The improved form of
Iron renders it taintect, sary to detach the
: as le
Cap•Iron, iff angI
SPIV'S Will SliIII• hark Ili the eNtrente end
of the slot ill the l'how Iron. without the thne...er of falliter out The screw may
the!' he IL:Welled,
:I.: a 1•011Vullirill

; and the Cap him vi ill

n turn with thumb

handle, or i

si•ni•

t, in whetting or sharpentiw.' the culling edge id the

NmwIron.

1892 PATENT FEATURES
STANLEY
PAT 0'1.19.9 2

NEW STYLE LATERAL

Q.
TYPE

9.
Q.
*

Stanley 1888-1892
All features of TYPE 8 except has new style lateral with circular disk.
Patent dates stamped on lateral 2-8-76, 10-21-84, 7-24-88.
New Trademark on blades of models manufactured in 1892 and later.
Variation of this stamp with patent date in smaller letters is probably
earliest of the two.
Some specimens of this type have the trademark and number stamped on the toe & heel

Stanley 1893-1899 (Major Change)
All features of TYPE 9 except Bailey's name and patent dates eliminated
from recessed adjustment nut.
*
Adjustment nut now has LEFT HAND thread.
Q. Trademark with patent date on all blades in planes of this type.
"S" marking on castings (code letter for sub-contracting foundry,name unknown).
*

TYPE 10.

TYPE 11.
*
*

Stanley 1900-190h
All features of TYPE 10 except S casting eliminated.
Only one patent date stamped on lateral lever, 7-2h-88.
"B" casting marks on some of these specimens (foundry name unknown)

.5 A I L E?'

TYPE 12.

Stanley 1905-1908
All features of TYPE 11 except:
R. New Trademark stamped on the toe.
B castings on all planes of this type.
*
*
'Patent date eliminated from lateral lever.

STANLEY RULE &LEVEL CO,

Ne. 28
R.

SM NLEY
RULE g LEVELCa
Stanley 1909-1912 (Major Change)
NI vs. voTAIN CONN.
U.S.A.
All features of TYPE 12 except:
T.
13 castings eliminated.
*
S. railey's name now cast on frame in front of knob.
T. New Trademark stamped on blades starting in 1910.

2YPE 13.

S.

PAT. G. 9.12

AILEY

)7Et4.J\TLEY
:-..

STL1LEY RULE &LEVEL CO,

TYPE lh.
U.

V.

N(2u.28

t4u.Nt1RiTAIIJ
ON N.

14/1.5p.
V.

Stanley 1912-1920
All features of TYPE 13 except:
New Trademark stamped on toe indicates July 9..1 1912 patent providing
brass bushings and machine screws for holding the frog to the base.
NOTE: The date stamped was obviously a production error. June 9 1912
fell on a Sunday and all patents were issued on Tuesdays.
New Trademark stamped on blades starting in 1911k until used up in 1920.
3.

FAT 6.9.i2

STANLEY
.BAILEY

-1\1 28.

TYPE 15.
W.
X.
Y.

MADE IN U.S.A.

NEW BRITAIN,
CON N. U.S.A.

Y.
x.
W.
Stanley 1920-1921
All features of TYPE 14 except:
New Trademark stamped on the toe(eliminating S.R.& L. Co. at time of sale in 1920)
New Trademark stamped on blades features the famous Sweetheart logo.
(Probably used for a short time only, very few observed.)
New Trademark stamped on blades (variation of X, probably used one year or lees).
US,P,AT7-9-12

STANLEY
BAILEY

TYPE

.., STANLEY,
STANLEY:

'-

MADE IN U.S.A.

BE.
AA.
Stanley 1922-1941
All features of TYPE 15 except:
Z. New Trademark stamped on toe (finally corrected the almost unbelievable
production error of wrong patent date stamping).
AA. New Trademark stamped on blades (final variation of Sweetheart trademark
used 1922-1935).
BE. New Trademark stamped on blades from 1936-1943.
End of an Era (All Stanley wood bottom planes were eliminated in 1943.)
*
16.

ORIGIN OF THE STANLEY SWEETHEART TRADEMARX
The Stanley Sweetheart Trademark was introduced in 1920 at the time of the
merger between the Stanley Rule & Level Co. and The Stanley Works.
The heart logo was adopted in honor of WILLIAM H. HART, who in 18514, at the
age of 19 was chosen to become one of the chief officers of The Stanley Works. He
was a leader of this company for 61 years.
Source: An Historical Sketch of The Stanley Works, 1935

STANLEY "HAILE\

WOOD PLANES

Name of
Part
3
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
11

16

14.

No. of
Plane

Cap Screw
Lever Cap. . .
Serevt .
Frog Complete. . .
"Y" Adjusting Lever
Adjusting Nut
Lateral Adjusting Lever. . . . .
Frog Screw and Bushing.. . . 1
Plane Handle
" Knob
Handle Bolt and :Nut.
Knob Screw
Plane Bottom
Top Casting. . .

